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Chairman Sehif, Ranking Member Nunes, and distinguished members ofthe Committee, thank you
forinviting me to speak with you today on the national security implicationsof climate khange

Chairman Schiff. Ranking Member Nunes, and distinguished members of the Committee, thank you
for inviting me to speak with you today on the national security implications of climate ichangei

‘As aUS inteligenceofficer inthe Department of State ButeaofInelignce and Research it sy jo
to provide clear,objectivepndindependent analysis topolcymakersto advance US, national secur
objectives. As scientist inthe intelligence community (IC, blendinsights derived from poe.
reviewed joumal articles anothecentreportswithinformation gathered from dally ntligence
reporting oprovide science-informed national security analysis. My undersandingofthis and other
issues is deepened by thecare ofaonted and dedicatedofficers inthe IC. many with technical
expertise who quilly serve US. interests, This Comitei already aware thathe IC doesnot

As a U.S. intelligence officer in the Department of State Bureau of Intelligence and Research it is my job
to provide clear, objective, ian4 independent analysis lopolicymakers to advance US. national security
objectives. As a scientist in the intelligence community (IC), I blend insights derived from peerreviewed journal articles and other scientific reports with information gathered from daily intelligence
reporting to provide science-informed national security analysis. My understanding of this and other
issues is deepened by the cadre of talented and dedicated officers in the IC, many with technical
expertise, who quietly serve U.S. interests. This Committee is already aware that the IC does not
advocate for any particular set of policies, including those that address climate change.

advocate for any particularset ofpolicies, includingthose that address climate change.
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Fundamental characteristics ofthe global imate are moving outside the bounds experienced inhuman
history and there is uncertainty on hove some aspects ofthe climate will evolve, Given the complex
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Fundamental characteristics of the global climate are moving outside the bounds experienced In human
)listoryl and there is uncertainty on how some aspects of the climate will evolve. Given the complex
social and political contexts in which a multitude of changes are occurring, however, we can expect
new and compounded stresses on people and societies around the world, many with outcomes
important for national security.
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Commented (B.IME12:NSC Comment There could be 1
national security implications of climate change, but
you won't find a scientific assessment of them in this
testimony. Cooling in northern Europe was one of the
factors that drove Germanic tribes Into the Roman
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change can affect human society, but every historical
Instance was from cooling. not warming.
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For thks analysis, we corSder an event a national security concern when it:

“Analyzing the national security implications ofclimate change generally requites tracinga logic a
from climate stessoto limate-linked event to societal stress o security concer, anendeavor
complicated by climate conditions beng intertwined in a complex of social, politcal, and biophysical
conaitions(Figute 1). Enumerating the lage numberofother important contributingfactorsis beyond
the scope of this document, but ilustrative examples include consumption paterns, demographics
‘environmentaldegradation, existing social and politcal conditions, land-use changes, emerging
technologies, governance, andthe tendency for populations to concentrate in climate-vulnerable
locations. Changingclimate conditions, in combination with other stressors, almost certainly wll
inezeasngly threaten nationalsecurity over the nextfw decades

Analyzing the national security implications of climate change generally requires tracing a logic trail
from climate stressor to climate-linked event to societal stress to security concern, an endeavor
complicated by climate conditions being intertwined in a complex of social, political, and biophysical
conditions (Figure I). Enumerating the large number of other important contributing factors is beyond
the scope of this document, but illustrative examples include consumption patterns, demographics,
environmental degradation, existing social and political conditions, land-use changes, emerging
technologies, governance, and the tendency for populations to concentrate in climate-vulnerable
locations. Changing climate conditions, in combination with other stressors, almost certainly will
increasingly threaten national security over the next few decades.11

Figure 1: Schematic Links Between Climate Change and National Security

Figure 1: Schematic Links Between Climate Change and National Security
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Figure 2: Global Temperature Anomaly by YearSince 1880
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Figure 2: Global Temperature Anomaly by Year Since 1880
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change.
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Atlantic meridional overturning are driven by the
rotation of the Earth and the predominant solar heating
of tropical latitudes. These are not going to change.
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National Security Implications of Climate Change

Studiesof potential economic coats from climate change varyonsiderbl, Most estimatesshow
limited aggregate damage to the global economy over the next 20 years, howevereconomic damage 10
some ations oF regions could be severe, Past and anticipated extreme limae events may discourage
investments in regions deemed especially vulnerable and insurance rates may rise well before actual
adverse climate effects are felt, Progress on development, particularly in love-lyingcoastal areas may
stall or recede, A harsher climate alsowill stesor harm infrastructure not designed for such
conditions, especialy in urban selings. Thofinancial burden ofadapting and responding to emergent
climate hazards andcriseswhile expandingefforts to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions could reduce
‘moneyavailable for other investments

Studies of potential economic costs from climate change vary konsiderablyl.hinnt estimates show
limited aggregate damage to the global economy over the next 20 years, however economic damage to
some nations or regions could be severe. Past and anticipated extreme climate events may discourage
investments in regions deemed especially vulnerable, and insurance rates may rise well before actual
adverse climate effects are felt. Progress on development, particularly in low-lying coastal areas, may
stall or recede. A harsher climate also will stress or harm infrastructure not designed for such
conditions, especially in urban settings. The financial burden of adapting and responding to emergent
climate hazards and crises while expanding efforts to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions could reduce
money available for other investments.

Threats to humanhealthwil emerge or intensity from climate change. Some groupsof people are
especially susceptible to climatesensitive health hazardssuch as periodsofextreme heat, Examples
include young children and the elderly, populations expetiencing social marginalization through
poverty or migetion status, andindividualsalready sulfeingadverse health conditions. Water-bore
diseases uch as diarthea are highly sensitive to climate conditions, Long-term changes in climate
could gradually shift the geographic range, seasonal timing, and transmission intensify ofinfectious
diseases worldwide, Health cate infrastructure and deliverysystemsae also likelyto belafeted,
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Threats to human health will emerge or intensify from climate change. Some groups of people are
especially susceptible to climate-sensitive health hazards such as periods of extreme heat. Examples
include young children and the elderly, populations experiencing social marginalization through
poverty or migration status, and individuals already suffering adverse health conditions. Water-borne
diseases such as diarrhea are highly sensitive to climate conditions. Long-term changes in climate
could gradually shift the geographic range, seasonal timing, and transmission intensify of infectious
diseases worldwide. Health care infrastructure and delivery systems are also likely to belaffecte4.
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ate changtects could undermine portantineratonal systems on which he United tates
and its partners ate eiically dependent, such asteade routes, food and energysupplies, the gla
economy,and domestic stability abroad, Pooty designed adaptation and mitigation responses to
climatechange could undermine ongtenm U.S, economic energy, and security gols, Ongoing
climateseated hazards and the perepton of Wester responsibility, may engender hostility towards
the United States of other industrialized fountred

Climate change effects could undermine important international systems on which the United States
and its partners are critically dependent, such as trade routes, food and energy supplies, the global
economy, and domestic stability abroad. Poorly designed adaptation and mitigation responses to
dimate change could undermine long-term U.S. economic, energy, and security goals. Ongoing
climate-related hazards, and the perception of Western responsibility, may engender hostility towards
the United States or other industrialized Icountrie4.
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Fisheries. Disputes over fishing rights and access to fisheries have become major points of contention
for countries that rely heavily on fishing for food or income. Ocean acidification and warming Ls likely
to redistribute marine fish populations, benefitting some regions at the expense of others, while global
fisheries face additional pressures from overexploitation and declining ocean health. Intensifying coral
bleaching will harm reef ecosystems crucial for vast species of marine Ilifc[
.

Arable land. Declines in land resources crucial to velihoods an sustenance are well-knowndriers
offocaconfit n some eonsclimate changeeffects will worsen already degraded soil quality with
concomitant effects onthe people who depend actly on tsproductivity

Arable land. Declines in land resources crucial to livelihoods and sustenance am well-known drivers
of local conflict. In some regions, climate change effects will women already degraded soil quality with
concomitant effects on the people who depend acutely on itsinoductivityl.
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compounded climate change effect, primarily duetotheloss ofaccess to critical resources. In addition
to movementwithin national borders—especialy to urban areas—many displaced persons will migrate
Into neighboringcountries, sometimes asa staging ground for subsequent onward movement towards
countries with greater economic opportunities. Many recviving nations will have neither the resources
norinterest to hostthese migrants. Increasinglyinhospitable conditions and losses of territory from sea
level rise will likely spur some island nations, particularly inthe tropical Pacific, to consider relocating,
large segmentsofits population elsewhere, Overthe nextfew decades,the neteffects of climate
‘change on patternsof migration and statelessness could be dramatic, perhaps unprecedented.
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compounded climate change effects, primarily due to the loss of access to critical resources. In addition
to movement within national borders—especially to urban areas—many displaced persons will migrate
into neighboring countries, sometimes as a staging ground for subsequent onward movement towards
countries with greater economic opportunities. Many receiving nations will have neither the resources
nor interest to host these migrants. increasingly Inhospitable conditions and losses of territory from sea
level rise will likely spur some island nations, particularly in the tropical Pacific to consider relocating
large segments of its population elsewhere. Over the next few decades, the net effects of climate
change on patterns of migration and statelessness could be dramatic, perhaps unprecedented.
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Heightened Risk of Climate-Linked Surprises

Heightened Risk of Climate-Linked Surprises

While climate models project continuouslong-term increases in temperature and oervariable,
scientists warn that sudden, dramatic ciateshits are possible, given the complexity of the system
and analogsin the climate record. The Bath's climat occasionally hasundergoneextremeshifts that
zealchallenge oroverpower many species’ ability to adapt, sometimesin as litle asa decade owo.
lange bodyof scientific evidenceindicates that Earth's systemsare beng driven by natural and
‘manmade forest extraordinarily high ates of change across the atmosphere, biosphere, cryospher,
oceans and soil. For examplethe current rate of increase of atmospheric carbon dioxide isthe highest
in perhaps66 milion years and at levels not seen in at least 800,000 yeas (Figur

While climate models project continuous, long-term increases in temperature and other variables,
scientists want that sudden, dramatic climate shifts are possible, given the complexity of the system
and analogs in the climate record. The Earth's climate occasionally has undergone extreme shifts that
greatly challenge or overpower many species' ability to adapt, sometimes in as little as a decade or two.
A large body of scientific evidence indicates that Earth's systems are being driven by natural and
manmade forces at extraordinarily high rates of change across the atmosphere, biosphere, cryosphere,
oceans, and soil. For example, the current rate of increase of atmospheric carbon dioxide is the highest
in perhaps 66 million years and at levels not seen in at least 800,000 years (Figure)*

Figure 5: Carbon Dioxide Levels from 800,000 Years Ago to Present

Figure 5: Carbon Dioxide Levels from 800,000 Years Ago to Present
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Scents are working out theprecise degree to which the climate responds thermally to suchpulses of
carbon dioxide, but the resitant rate of temperature changei likely unprecedented in modern human
Nistor. Many scientists highlight the grovrng sk that abrupt impacts from climate change wil
inerease overthe next several decadesand beyond, The national security implications of such changes,
could ba severe.

Scientists are working out the precise degree to which the climate responds thermally to such pulses of
carbon dioxide, but the resultant rate of temperature change is likely unprecedented in modem human
history. Many scientists highlight the growing risk that abrupt impacts from climate change will
increase over the next several decades and ))eyonci. The national security Implications of such changes
could be severe.
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‘Thefrst twofactors are scientific concernsand active areas of academic research; people’s choicesin
the present and future, however, dictate the magnitude ofthe last two, The large range ofuncertainties
‘meansthat quantifying the appropriate timeframe for action is difficult complicated by the fact that
responsestostresses will often require many years to bearfruit. Absent extensive mitigating factors or
‘events, we see few plausible future scenarioswhere significant ~possibly catastrophic—harm does not

The first two factors are scientific concerns and active areas of academic research; people's choices In
the present and future, however, dictate the magnitude of the last two. The large range of uncertainties
means that quantifying the appropriate timeframe for action is difficult —complicated by the fact that
responses to stresses will often require many years to bear fruit. Absent extensive mitigating factors or
events, we see few plausible future scenarios where significant—possibly catastrophic —harm does not
arise from the compounded effects of climate change.'

arise rom the compounded effects of imate change|

{the Sate Departments Buren ofteligenee and Research produced his document andidnot continwith
therestoftheinteligence conaninits production

the State Department's Bureau ofIntelligence and Research produced this document and did not coordinate with
the rest of the intelligence community hi its production.!
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